
History at Alexandra Park



At Alexandra Park Junior School, we want to ignite curiosity about the past for our children. They will understand how our world
has been shaped by events and people through the different eras of time. We encourage children to develop their critical thinking 
and learn to appreciate different perspectives of events. At Alexandra Park Junior School we do not only teach key dates and facts, 
but we introduce stories and lessons that help them understand how the world developed to what it is today. 

We strive to develop the children’s knowledge on cause and effect, about how decisions have consequences. They learn about 
different cultures and civilisations that are different to their own. They make connections between the past, present and future. 

Pupils focus heavily on timeline work, this provides a visual representation of events, it helps children grasp the context of time, it 
develops chronological thinking and how change occurs over time.  

Historical fieldwork and investigations enable collaboration, imperative research skills, independent thinking and curiosity. Our 
knowledge and skills progression meets all the needs of all the children, it allows them link their knowledge to other subjects.

Intent



Our curriculum is founded on the National Curriculum, it provides a structure to ensure broad, and balanced learning 
for all of our students, fitting all of the needs of the pupils. We recognise the need for consistency, the use of visitors 
and fieldwork is used across school for enrichment and developing knowledge. We also recognise the need for 
flexibility to enable teachers to meet the needs of their pupils, this can be used through visual aids, such as the 
timelines in classrooms, maps, pictures and videos. 

Our curriculum has a developing structure through Year 3 to Year 6 based on what they learnt in Glodwick. The 
children learn about historical events in chronological order, for example, The Romans in Year 4, the Vikings in Year 5 
to World Wars in Year 6. The children also cover a local study unit at the end of every year to encourage the 
children to connect with their community, they learn about their own past, significant landmarks and notable figures. It 
makes history tangible and personal, fostering a sense of belonging and pride. 

Implementation



Impact will be measured through “spotlights” throughout the year, these will focus on:

- Book scrutinies

- Planning scrutinies 

- Learning walks

- Lesson observations and pop-ins

- Staff and pupil voice

- Data analysis 
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Focus on the progress through books

Working on the development of timeline skills

Working with other professionals to develop the curriculum.

Next steps 



This powerpoint is under review and will be updated shortly.






